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Fuzzy Group Theory (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
From the reviews of the first edition:
 

"The purpose of this book is to present an up to date account of fuzzy subgroups of a group, it is the first book dedicated entirely to the rapidly growing field of fuzzy group theory. … The book represents a major contribution to the literature on fuzzy groups. It is...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Administration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
This comprehensive guide can help you administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 effectively in any production environment, no matter how complex or challenging.
 

Long-time Red Hat insider Tammy Fox brings together today’s best practices for the entire system lifecycle, from planning and...
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Maximum MIDI : Music Applications in C++Manning Publications, 1997
The seed for this book was planted in 1993. I found myself frustrated by the obstinate, poorly documented, and woefully inadequate MIDI functions available to me as a Windows programmer. So, I set out to write a set of routines that would allow me to write music applications without sweating the MIDI details.

This seemed like a...
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Add Interactivity to Your Site: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	The days of Web pages that have nothing more than text and a picture or two are long gone. To be competitive in today’s Internet landscape, you need pages that pop. This Mini Missing Manual shows you how to add interactive elements to your pages: menus that expand when a visitor clicks on them, images that change with a mouse roll, and...
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Peer-To-Peer Storage: Security and Protocols (Computer Science, Technology and Applications)Nova Press, 2010


	Peer-to-peer (P2P) has proven as a most successful way to produce large

	scale, reliable, and cost-effective applications, as illustrated for file sharing or

	VoIP. P2P storage is an emerging field of application which allows peers to

	collectively leverage their resources towards ensuring the reliability and

	availability of user...
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Unity for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2014

	Unity for Absolute Beginners walks you through the fundamentals of creating a small third-person shooter game with Unity. Using the free version of Unity to begin your game development career, you'll learn how to import, evaluate and manage your game resources to create awesome third-person shooters. This book assumes that you...
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Learning Selenium Testing Tools - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Selenium to build your own real-time test cases from scratch


	About This Book

	
		Build automated scripts and develop Test Automation Frameworks using the Selenium WebDriver tool
	
		Automate tests to ensure error free, quality software
	
		A comprehensive guide...
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PC Magazine Windows XP Security SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Think you're safe?
    Guess what?    

    Studies have estimated that up to 90 percent of computers are infected by some security threat or another. There's a good chance yours is among them, but any computer can be easily secured to a high level-if you know what you're doing.    

    They're out there. Trust PC Magazine to...
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Official Butterfly.net Game Developer's Guide (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
This book details how the unique Butterfly Grid can be implemented in existing and new game projects to minimize the complexity of network programming, allowing the game developer to concentrate on game design and programming.

MMORPGs usually support at least 2,000 players per server. Each player in the game has some form, such as a...
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The Scanning WorkshopQue, 2001
The other day, I was talking to someone about this book, and he asked me, “Why are scanners so cheap? Is there some sort of catch?” (He’s my accountant, so he’s paid to ask skeptical questions about money.) The answer is no, there is no catch. Heck, with some scanner models, you don’t even need a computer! Desktop...
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Pro Linux System AdministrationApress, 2009

	Information technology plays a critical role in business success. Investment in technology can increase productivity. It can provide access to new markets—for example, via the Internet. So understanding information technology and how it can serve your business is important.

	

	You also need to understand the cost of the...
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Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems: Enabling Technologies for Space Exploration (Springer Praxis Books / Astronautical Engineering)Springer, 2009
In this second edition of Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems, the authors demonstrate the need to break free from the old established concepts of expendable rockets, using chemical propulsion, and to develop new breeds of launch vehicle capable of both launching payloads into orbit at a dramatically reduced cost and for sustained operations in...
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